Volcanic ash (VA) clouds in flight corridors present a significant threat to aircraft operations as VA particles can cause damage to gas turbine engine components that lead to a reduction of engine performance and compromise flight safety. In the last decade, research has mainly focused on processes such as erosion of compressor blades and static components caused by impinging ash particles as well as clogging and/or corrosion effects of soft or molten ash particles on hot section turbine airfoils and components. However, there is a lack of information on how the fan separates ingested VA particles from the core stream flow into the bypass flow and therefore influences the mass concentration inside the engine core section, which is most vulnerable and critical for safety. In this numerical simulation study, we investigated the VA particle-fan interactions and resulting reductions in particle mass concentrations entering the engine core section as a function of particle size, fan rotation rate, and for two different flight altitudes. For this, we used a high-bypass gas-turbine engine design, with representative intake, fan, spinner, and splitter geometries for numerical computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations including a Lagrangian particle-tracking algorithm. Our results reveal that particle-fan interactions redirect particles from the core stream flow into the bypass stream tube, which leads to a significant particle mass concentration reduction inside the engine core section. The results also show that the particle-fan interactions increase with increasing fan rotation rates and VA particle size. Depending on ingested VA size distributions, the particle mass inside the engine core flow can be up to 30% reduced compared to the incoming particle mass flow. The presented results enable future calculations of effective core flow exposure or dosages based on simulated or observed atmospheric VA particle size distribution, which is required to quantify engine failure mechanisms after exposure to VA. As an example, we applied our methodology to a recent aircraft encounter during the Mt. Kelud 2014 eruption. Based on ambient VA concentrations simulated with an atmospheric particle dispersion model (FLEXPART), we calculated the effective particle mass concentration inside the core stream flow along the actual flight track and compared it with the whole engine exposure.
Introduction
The aviation industry deals with various atmospheric environmental threats on a daily basis and judges their potential hazard to aircraft and gas turbine engine operations including schedule delays, cancelations, and occasionally safety. One of these aviation threats is airborne volcanic ash (VA) [1] [2] [3] . Volcanic ash is the smallest fraction of tephra (solid erupted material) with a diameter of less than 2 mm and is formed during explosive or phreatomagmatic volcanic eruptions when dissolved gases in magma expand or interact with water and are released violently into the atmosphere [4] .
Volcanic eruptions can be energetic enough to emit VA and gases into the mid and upper troposphere and even into the stratosphere [5] . While the coarse fraction of volcanic ash (63 lm < diameter < 2000 lm) is quickly removed from the 1 atmosphere by gravitational settling, its fine fraction (< 63 lm in diameter) can remain airborne for several hours and up to weeks [4] . Thus, depending on the eruption column height, injected particle size distributions and atmospheric dynamics (threedimensional wind direction and wind strength), VA particles can be transported by the atmospheric circulation hundreds to thousands of kilometers downstream from the source of the eruption [6] and are typically found in thin layers in the atmosphere. Given that major aviation flight routes intersect the world's most active volcanic regions [7] , these VA layers can affect commercial air traffic routes significantly [2, 8] .
How severe VA clouds in flight corridors can be for global air traffic, was illustrated by the 2010 Icelandic Eyjafjallaj€ okull eruption. Although the eruption was relatively small ($11 Tg of fine ash particles were injected into the midtroposphere [9] ), the presence of VA in flight corridors forced authorities to impose flight restrictions and re-routing during a full airspace closure, leading to large economic and societal impacts with estimated losses of US$5.5b globally [10] . Even though the eruption emphasized the problem VA poses to flight operations, particularly in a geographic region (i.e., Europe) with a very dense network of flight routes, the threat of VA particles to aviation was already known in both science and in the industry for many years.
Over the past century, there have been a considerable number of aircraft encounters with various drifting volcanic ash clouds [11] . Between 1953 and 2009, 129 incidents were reported, resulting in several hundreds of million US$ of aircraft and engine damage. Considering that presumably not all encounters have been reported in the past decades, the real number of aircraft encounters and the associated costs might be significantly higher [12] . Two notable aircraft encounters are those of British Airways Flight 9 over Java (Mt. Galunggung eruption) in 1982 and KLM Flight 867 over Alaska (Redoubt eruption) in 1989. Both flights experienced multi-engine failures including the in-flight shutdown of all four engines (following engine surge) after flying through thick VA clouds with estimated peak concentrations between 100 mg/m 3 and 2000 mg/m 3 for several minutes at a distance of 250-1000 km from the eruption source [13] [14] [15] . After the significant loss of performance on the engines, and descending several thousand feet out of the ash cloud, in both cases the pilots managed to restart the engines and gain sufficient power to safely land the aircraft [13] . However, the potential threat to safe flight operations was obvious.
A more recent reported encounter was the Jet Star Flight 114 over Indonesia (Mt. Kelud eruption) in 2014. In contrast to the two previously described cases, this encounter did not cause any immediate engine failures, but concerns over the consequence of the encounter were enough that both engines had to be taken off the wing and replaced after the incident. The eruption went on for only a few days (and only the first few hours were extremely energetic), but the fine ash fraction of the erupted material was detected in the atmosphere (lower stratosphere) up to 3 months after the eruption [16] . The encounter happened right after the highest volcanic activity. Postflight analysis showed that the aircraft was flying in atmospheric VA concentrations of around 2 mg/m 3 for approximately 10 min before the pilots managed to escape the ash plume (dosage of 1.2 6 0.3 g/m 3 ) [17] . Engine inspections indicated only minor signs of deteriorations of engine parts.
Volcanic ash particles consist of fragmented rocks, different minerals (e.g., feldspars, silicates, olivine) and volcanic glass. Once injected into the engine, VA particles have the potential to produce both short-term and long-term damage leading to a reduction in engine performance and component lifetime, as well as unscheduled maintenance and repair costs. Because of their nonspherical and angular shapes [18, 19] , VA particles are highly abrasive. This leads to erosion of forward facing surfaces (fan, compressor blades, and fuel spray nozzles) during their transition through the engine (mainly fan and compressor stages), which leads to a loss of compressor aerodynamic efficiency [20] [21] [22] .
Furthermore, after entering the engine's hot section (combustor and high pressure turbine stages), the particles undergo a phase transition [23] and can become plastic [13] based on their lower phase transition temperature (about 650-1000 C depending on igneous rock type) compared to the operating temperature of the individual engine stages (1400-1800 C). Consequently, ash particles deform while they become soft, semisolid viscous material or even melt in the hot section and can adhere onto combustor liners, fuel spray nozzles, and high-pressure nozzle guide vanes [24] . In the case of high-pressure nozzle guide vane adhesion, the soft (semisolid) or molten VA particles can resolidify on the vanes, which have a lower temperature than the particles. The resolidified material on the surface leads to clogging of cooling holes (overheating of components) [25] , to chemical reaction (corrosion) or infiltrations of the thermal-barrier coating layer around the vanes [26] [27] [28] (Calcium, Magnesium, Aluminum, Silica-CMAS-attack). This also leads to an aerodynamic reduction or blockage of the internal throat area between vane airfoils due to material build-up (accretion), which alters the critical safety surge margins and leads to a loss of controllable thrust.
Engine system degradation, damage, and failure mechanisms depend to a large extent on their VA exposure dosage [15] , but are also influenced by the physical and chemical properties of VA particles [29] . The engine dosage is defined as the mass of volcanic ash an engine will be exposed to (engine ingestion concentration) and the duration of exposure [30] . However, the exposure dosage that is relevant for the engine core section susceptibility is not the total mass of VA the engine is exposed to but the mass inside the engine core flow. The relationship between particle mass flow at the engine intake and the core stream flow depends on the bypass ratio of the engine and particle-fan interactions. The interactions depend on the size distribution of ingested particles as well as engine parameters such as particle separation efficiencies by the fan. Whereas the size distribution of VA particles in the atmosphere has been studied extensively, only a little information is available on the influence of the turbofan on the ingestion of particles into the engine core section [21, 31] .
It is hypothesized that the fan acts like an ash particle separator for the entire engine depending on the ingested particle size and flight conditions (i.e., true airspeed and rotating speed of the fan), where particles with a low Stokes number (Stk ( 1) move along the main air flow and pass through the fan. Therefore, the Stk ( 1 particle fraction does not have any interaction with fan surfaces and is directly ingested into the core stream flow. In contrast, particles with a large Stokes number (Stk ) 1) have large inertia and detach from the mean flow trajectories [32] . Once detached, these particles can collide with fan surfaces and, depending on the impact forces and impact angle, be centrifuged out of the core stream flow into the bypass stream flow ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). Thus, the particle-fan interactions have a direct impact on the particle size distribution and consequently on the resulting particle mass concentration entering the engine core section, which is the most critical part of the engine for air safety. A better quantitative understanding is needed on how VA particles of different sizes interact with the fan and how this modifies the incoming VA particle size distribution and total VA mass entering the core section. The improved understanding would lead to reduced uncertainties of mass concentrations needed to relate relevant VA concentrations to potential engine failure mechanisms such as erosion, adhesion, or secondary air system contaminations.
In this paper, we perform computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of volcanic ash particle-laden airflows entering a high-bypass gas-turbine engine of simplified design, but with representative intake, fan, spinner, and splitter geometries. This setup allows us to study VA particle-fan interactions and particle trajectories after surface impact as well as to calculate the change of particle size distribution inside the core stream flow. Finally, we use the resulting VA mass concentration reduction for the modeled data along the real flight track of the above-mentioned Mt. Kelud encounter as a case study.
Methods
The workflow for the particle-tracking simulation experiments (Fig. 3) involves: (1) engine geometry review, preparation, and discretization into a polyhedral three-dimensional mesh including prism layers (preprocessing), (2) simulation of the threedimensional flow fields generated under different fan rotation rates and different atmospheric conditions (processing) and (3) simulation of VA particle ingestion into the engine and their interaction with fan surfaces (Postprocessing). All working steps were performed using a commercial CFD suite (STAR-CCMþ version 11.06 [33] ) that was originally designed for solving multidisciplinary problems in both fluid and solid continuum mechanics, within a single integrated user interface.
Engine Geometry Preparation and Discretization (Preprocessing).
We used a high-bypass ratio gas-turbine engine design, with representative straight intake, fan, spinner, and splitter geometries used on current in-service wide-bodied aircraft, provided by Rolls-Royce. The modeled engine type is used for medium and long-haul operations and has accrued millions of civil and cargo in-service flight hours. The engine type is representative of many related engine types in service today. The engine geometry is a simplified, but representative engine reproduction and consists of a fan stage with 26 single blades (including rounded leading edges) and nose/spinner, a fan casing and a core splitter and an intake.
After preparation of the engine computer-aided design files, we defined the computational domain and constructed the numerical mesh. The individual geometry parts were discretized into finite volume cells, where they were first transformed into a twodimensional surface mesh using Delaunay triangulation [34] and subsequently into a three-dimensional volume mesh by converting triangles into unstructured tetrahedral cell shapes. Based on the resulting tetrahedral cells, we used a STAR-CCMþ specific dualization scheme to create an arbitrary polyhedral mesh from the underlying tetrahedral mesh. This resulted in higher accuracy and fewer cells as well as a better grid convergence compared to tetrahedral meshes [35] , which reduced computational time (Fig. 2) . In addition to the volume mesh, we applied local surface and volumetric refinements, where appropriate and to leading and trailing edges of all blades as well as to forward facing surfaces (i.e., intake, splitter, nose tip). Furthermore, we included four layers of orthogonal prismatic cells (prism layers) with yþ values $1 next Fig. 1 Particle trajectories of VA particles in the simulations: (a) particles with Stk ( 1 follow closely streamlines of the gas-phase flow and have no or limited contact with the fan surface and (b) particles with Stk ) 1 are dominated by their inertia and detach from the gas-phase flow streamlines, leading to partial or full surface contact Fig. 2 Main engine geometry parts used for the numerical CFD experiments, i.e., the fan with 26 single blades, spinner and nose, fan case and core splitter, including the bypass flow region (blue shaded area) and the core flow region (red shaded area). Furthermore, the shown cells on the main geometry parts illustrate the polyhedral mesh structure.
to the wall boundaries in the volume mesh to better reproduce turbulent heat and momentum transfer near the walls. The complete computational domain consists of 1.15 Â 10 7 polyhedral cells, 7.45 Â 10 7 faces and 6.29 Â 10 7 vertices.
Numerical Setup (Processing).
For the particle tracking experiments, we assumed that the VA particles move isolated and therefore have no influence on the gas-phase flow and no interactions between each other (one-way coupling regime). This is justified by the large inter-particle spacing (>100), that can be calculated from
where L is the average distance between the centers of two particles, D p is the diameter of the VA particles and a p is the volume fraction of the dispersed phase in air (assumed maximum mass concentration of 4 mg/m 3 and a maximum diameter of 200 lm) [36] . This assumption allowed us to separate the numerical experiments into two computational steps, (1) simulation of the gasphase flow to determine representative and robust steady-state flow fields, and (2) particle-phase simulation by means of a stochastic Lagrangian particle-tracking model.
Gas-Phase Flow Including Two-Equation Turbulence
Model. For the determination of the three-dimensional gas-phase flow, we used an implicit-coupled flow and energy algorithm including a two-equation turbulence model. The flow and energy multigrid algorithm provides an accurate solution for compressible flows, particularly in the presence of rapid changes of flow conditions from subsonic to transonic flow conditions (shocks). It solves the governing equations for the conservation of mass
conservation of momentum (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations of motion)
and conservation of energy
simultaneously assuming a steady-state ð@=@ t ¼ 0Þ. This is achieved by using a pseudo-time marching scheme considering a constant Courant number (time steps are locally determined) and constant von Neumann stability conditions. Furthermore, the algorithm includes a second-order Gauss-Seidel relaxation upwind scheme for the discretization of the convection terms in the momentum transport equation (second term on the left-hand side in Eq. (3)) and flow boundary diffusion in the energy equation (implicit spatial integration for steady-state analysis, secondnd term on the left-hand side in Eq. (4)). In the above equations, t is the local time, x i is the particle position, q g is the gas-phase density, u i is the flow velocity, E is the total energy, q i is the heat flux, f i is the external energy sources, s ij is the Kronecker delta (function of variable i,j), and s ij is the total stresses (molecular and Reynold stresses). Relations between the internal fluid energy and density (thermodynamic relationships of the conservation equations), were realized by the use of the ideal gas law, where the density is expressed as a function of gas temperature (T) and gas pressure (p), q g ¼ p/RT) (R is the specific gas constant of air).
In order to close the governing flow equations, we used a twoequation turbulence model to define the turbulent Reynolds stresses and the heat fluxes. The applied turbulence model was a realizable k-e (RKE) eddy-viscosity model for high Reynolds number turbulent gas flows [37] . The RKE model solves for two variables, the turbulent kinetic energy (k), and the turbulent dissipation rate (e) to calculate the turbulent viscosity Fig. 3 Workflow for the particle-tracking experiments including engine geometry review, preparation, and discretization (preprocessing), simulation of the three-dimensional flow fields (Processing) and simulation of particle trajectories inside the engine (postprocessing)
where C l is the model function of the RKE, f l is the damping function, and T e is the large-eddy turbulence time scale ðT e ¼ k=eÞ. The turbulent transport equations for k and e are defined as
where l g is the dynamic gas-phase viscosity, r e ; C e1 , and C e2 are model coefficients, P k and P e are the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate production terms, respectively, f 2 is a damping function, and S k as well as S e are source terms for the kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate. In the RKE, the model coefficients in the eddy viscosity and transport equations (Eqs. (5)- (7)) are computed dynamically as a function of the mean gas flow and turbulence properties. A more detailed description of the above-given equations and the coefficients of the RKE can be found in Ref. [37] .The RKE model has been implemented in STAR-CCMþ with a two-layer approach [38] , which activates the coefficients to be used with fine meshes that also resolve the viscous sublayer (important especially around the airfoils). The rotation of the fan blades in this setup is realized by the use of a moving reference frame (MRF), which is a robust and efficient approach to simulate rotating motion in steady-state turbomachinery solutions. In this approach, the positions of the cell vertices do not change in space, but the two regions, i.e., the stationary and the rotating region (includes the fan and the spinner) are connected with an internal indirect interface (mixing plane) with no gaps between the static and rotating region (aligned on the same axis). The two regions, or frames, rotate relative to each other and transfer circumferentially averaged flow properties across the interface (transfer of mass, momentum, energy, and other conserved quantities). In the MRF, the absolute Cartesian rotation velocity components are calculated, using the flux relative to the rotation of the local frame of reference (nonrotating)
where x is the rotation (acceleration) term in the rotation frame, u R is the rotating velocity u I the inertial velocity, and is the kinematic viscosity. In our setup, the stationary region includes the intake, inner engine case, and the core splitter, whereas the rotating region includes the fan, the spinner, and the nose. Figure 4 shows exemplarily the rotating vectors of the MRF, including the fan and spinner parts, for an example, fan speed.
Lagrangian Particle Model.
For the calculation of the particle trajectories, we used a stochastic Lagrangian particletracking model. The model calculates the translational force balance and rotational momentum balance of VA particles as well as their turbulent velocity fluctuations. As mentioned earlier, the influence of particles acting on the gas-phase flow and effects such as particle-particle interaction was neglected due to the oneway coupling regime ðL=D p > 100Þ. Hence, the Eulerian gasphase flow fields are fixed (or frozen), and the translational force balance can be calculated as the particle acceleration (ðd=d t Þðdx p =dtÞ), where x p is the particle position described as a function of particle velocity (u p ) and time (t), and the sum of the main external forces (f p;i ¼ F=m p ) acting on the particle
where
is the mass of a particle (q p is the particle density and D p the particle diameter). f p,i represents all external forces acting on the particle. In this setup, f p,i is the sum of the specific drag force (f p,d ), gravitational force (f p,g ), specific pressure force (f p,p ), and additional external forces exerted by the moving reference frame (f p;MRF ). All other forces are neglected. The specific drag force
is based on the difference of the gas-phase velocity (u g ) and the particle velocity (u p ) and the interphase drag coefficient [39] 
In the above equation, a g denotes the volume fraction of the gas-phase, l g is the viscosity of the gas-phase, Re p is the particle specific Reynolds number, and C D is the drag coefficient. Following the correlation by Schiller and Naumann [40] , the drag coefficient was assumed to be constant (C D ¼ 0.44), as the particle Reynolds number (Re p ¼ q g d p ju g À u p j=l g ) was calculated to be Re p > 1000 (Newton's Law). The particle acceleration due to gravity (f p;g ¼ m p g) was included in the calculations, although its influence is only marginal due to high axial particle velocity. The pressure force (f p,p ) was considered as the negative proportion of the pressure gradient(rp), and the fluid density as a result of the gas-phase flow and the particle acceleration inside the engine intake stream flow
As every particle interacts during the transport with the surrounding gas-phase, the rotational (angular) momentum is transported by the particle-fluid interface and is defined as
where x p is the angular velocity of particle, and t p;g is the torque from gas-phase acting on the particle. The exerted torque 
can be calculated using the drag coefficient of rotation ðC R ¼ 64p=Re R Þ, that dependents on the particle rotational Reynolds number ðRe R ¼ q g D 2 p jx p j=l g Þ, the particle fluid rotation velocity (X p ), that describes the difference between the particle and fluid velocity on the particle surface, and the inertia of a spherical particle ðI p ¼ m p D 2 p =10Þ [41] . In addition to the translational force balance and the rotational momentum balance, we also considered the influence of instantaneous turbulent velocity fluctuations (turbulent local disturbances, i.e., eddies, to the Reynolds-averaged gas-phase field) on the trajectories of the particles traversing through the precalculated turbulent flow field. We used a discrete random walk model [42] , where the influence of instantaneous turbulent velocity fluctuations on the particle drag changes, as the particle movement increases with decreasing particle Stokes number (Stk p ¼ particle relaxation time/eddy lifetime). To fully capture the turbulent fluctuations of particle trajectories, we modeled a statistically large enough number of VA particle.
Experimental Setup.
To investigate the probability of VA particle-fan interactions and resulting core entry concentrations, we first performed six individual flow field experiments (see Table 1 ). We considered two different flight altitudes (10,000 and 35,000 ft) and thus different atmospheric conditions (e.g., atmospheric pressure, temperature), chosen as the majority of ash clouds affecting aviation were found between 10,000 and 35,000 ft [11] . For each altitude, we simulated three fan power conditions, i.e., low, intermediate and high power, representing 35%, 75%, and 90% of full fan power (maximal rotational rates of the fan). All other parameters such as flight speed (inflow and outflow conditions), atmospheric temperature, and pressure were adjusted according to the individual flight phase and altitude. To reproduce realistic core intake conditions, we used an interface section at the core inlet with adjustable mass flow rates as well as adjustable total pressure and total temperature ratios.
Based on these six flow fields, we performed several particletracking experiments. The VA particles were assumed to be spherical, rigid, and internally homogeneous solid particles with a constant mass density of q p ¼ 2700 kg/m 3 , representing the most frequent volcanic ash type (andesitic volcanic ash) [19] . The particles were seeded from a 1.4 m Â 1.4 m injector grid, with 20 equidistant grid points in each direction (400 injector points). The injector grid was located 6 m in front of the engine intake. The position and the size of the injector grid were adjusted to be comparable with engine test rig positions and numerical sensitivity tests were performed for individual dimensions and distances.
The initial particle conditions such as the particle velocity, , and external forces were interpolated from the gas-phase flow field location of the seeding points and no initial particle conditions were added to the injector grid. At each injector point, we injected 1000 particles that ensured a statistically robust solution that is independent of the particle number. Simulations were carried out for 16 size bins from 1 to 100 lm. This resulted in a total number of 4 Â 10 5 particles for each single particle size bin. To remove the fluctuations between the 16 size bins, we applied a least-squares minimization scheme for data fitting.
The interaction of particles with engine surfaces was captured by the use of a particle rebound (or bounce-off) wall collision model. This model assumes an ideal, smooth surface, where the momentum loss during a particle-wall interaction is described as the ratio of the particle velocity before and after impact. The rebound velocity, divided into normal ðu t;a ¼ e t u t;b Þ velocity components, was calculated using constant user defined (normal and tangential) restitution coefficients (e n and e t ). In this setup, VA particles are assumed to have a perfect elastic response, e n , e t ¼ 1, meaning that the particles rebound back (energy transfer without losses) into the domain and do not break up after impact.
3 Results of Particle-Tracking Experiments 3.1 Probability of Particle-Fan Interaction. The probability of particle-fan interaction (P I ) as a function of volcanic ash particle size is shown in Fig. 5 . The three lines represent low Fig. 5 Probability of particle-fan interaction (P I ) as a function of injected VA particle diameter (size range between 1 and 100 lm) for flight conditions at altitudes of (a) 35,000 ft and (b) 10,000 ft and for three different fan rotation rates (high power in blue, medium power in green, low power in red)
power (red), medium power (green) and high power (blue) fan rotation rates, and the two figure panels illustrate results for two different flight altitudes: (a) 35,000 ft and (b) 10,000 ft. All six cases (low, medium and high power at 35,000 ft and 10,000 ft) show that the probability of particle-fan interaction is clearly dependent on particle size and therefore on their individual Stokes number. For all fan rotation rates, particles with a diameter of 1-2 lm (Stk ( 1) do not often interact with any of the fan surfaces (P I < 5%). For particles !2 lm, the probability of particle-fan interaction starts to be different between the different fan rotation rates. Conditions at medium and high power result in similar particle-fan interaction probabilities, with slightly higher values at high power, where fewer interactions occur at low fan power. Interactions at the two altitudes are also similar, but generally, particles <20 lm show a higher interaction probability at 35,000 ft than at 10,000 ft, whereas particles >20 lm have nearly identical interaction probabilities. P I ¼ 0.5 is reached between 7 and 13 lm for all power conditions and altitudes and P I ¼ 1.0 at $63 lm (upper size of the fine fraction of volcanic ash). It is important to note that particles that interact with a surface can enter the engine core section. However, the probability strongly decreases with increasing VA particle size. An overview of the particle-fan interaction probability for seven relevant VA sizes is shown in Table 2 .
To illustrate the particle interactions with the fan, we show example trajectories for four different VA particles sizes at medium fan power and at 35,000 ft (Fig. 6) . The particle sizes were used to demonstrate the particle fraction with Stk ( 1 (1 lm), a particle fraction with Stk $1 (10 and 20 lm), and a particle fraction with Stk ) (63 lm, upper limit of the fine fraction of volcanic ash). The four particle sizes were all seeded from a single grid point on the injector grid with a total number of ten particles per size class. Taking the 1 lm particles (blue dots), with almost no interaction with the surface, as a reference to indicate the flow streamline (perfect advection), it can be seen that the 10 lm particles (green dots) are slightly detached from this pathway, but still end up in the same fan stage passage (between a blade pair). However, they have already more particle-fan interactions (P I ¼ 0.5). The 20-lm sized particles (yellow dots) reveal a larger degree of detachment from the airflow and have even more contact with the surface (i.e., leading edge of the fan blade, P I ¼ 0.85). Finally, the 63 lm sized particles (red dots) are fully detached from the airflow and end up in a completely different fan blade passage with P I ¼ 1.0.
The individual particle impact positions on the fan surface show that most of the interactions occur at the leading edges, blade tips and the pressure surface. From these interactions, larger particles tend to be more deflected (due to their higher inertia and resulting radial acceleration), and therefore be centrifuged outward into the bypass flow of the engine. This leads to changes in particle trajectories from the core stream flow into the bypass flow and therefore to a reduction of the core stream flow mass concentration. Generally, the example shows that small particles (1 and 10 lm) are transported into the core region of the engine without being much deflected, whereas a large fraction of the large particles (20 and 63 lm) is transported from the core stream flow into the bypass stream flow after colliding with a surface (Fig. 6(b) ).
3.2 Core Reduction Factors. As a result of the VA particle-fan interactions and thus particle transport from the core flow into the bypass flow, we also investigated the size-dependent VA particle reduction inside the core flow. The VA particle reduction is expressed by a size-dependent reduction factor Table 2 Probability of particle-fan interaction, P I , as a function of particle diameter for seven VA relevant sizes and for both altitudes Probability of particle-fan interaction, P I (%) 
that is defined as the particle size-dependent ratio of the initial particle number inside the core streamflow in front of the fan stage (nðD p Þ i ) (i.e., in the atmosphere) and after the fan stage, thus inside the engine core (nðD p Þ c ). The core reduction factor (v c ) at two altitudes and three rotating rates and as a function of particle diameter is plotted in Fig. 7 . In case of no particle-fan interaction, the core reduction factor is 1, meaning that the total number of incoming particles is equal to the particle number inside the engine core section. The results show that particles with a diameter of $1 lm, at both altitudes and all engine operation conditions, are almost not affected by the fan and stay inside the core (Figs. 5 and 6 ). Therefore, particles of this size find their way into the engine core without interacting with fan blade surfaces. Higher fan power conditions (blue lines) and larger particles, as shown by the particle-fan interaction experiments (Fig. 5 ), lead to a higher frequency of particle collisions with the fan or the spinner and therefore to an increased deflection of particles from the core stream flow into the bypass stream flow. This is mainly influenced by the high initial inertia of large particles with a large Stokes number. The core reduction factors for the largest simulated particles in this study (100 lm diameter) resulted in v c ¼ 2.53 for the high power condition and v c ¼ 2.02 for the low power condition at 35,000 ft and in v c ¼ 2.32 for the high power condition and v c ¼ 1.94 for the low power condition at 10,000 ft.
Discussion
4.1 Impact of v c on Generic Volcanic Ash Mass Concentrations. To calculate the particle mass concentration reduction inside the core streamflow, we applied the core reduction factors (v c ) to generic atmospheric probability density functions (PDF) of VA concentrations in the size range between 1 and 100 lm. The PDFs were generated using the same logarithmic standard deviation (r ¼ 1.7) for all PDFs, but different mean diameter (l) ranging between 1 and 16 lm, with an interval of 1 lm (16 PDFs) as reported by Prata and Prata [43] . Differences in l can be related to the distance between a potential volcanic ash cloud encounter and the eruption source, where smaller particle size distributions (smaller l) represent distal volcanic ash and larger particle size distributions (larger l) represent proximal volcanic ash. The mass concentration inside the core flow region is defined as
where the particle mass of a single particle (
is multiplied by the total number of particles of a given particle size in the size range between D p,min ¼ 1 lm and D p,max ¼ 100 lm. For the mass concentrations calculation before (b) the fan, we used a constant core reduction factor of v c ¼1 (no reduction) and for the mass concentration after (a) the fan we used the core reduction factors presented in Sec. 3.2. Finally, from the two resulting mass concentrations, we calculated the mass concentration reduction (dM p;core ¼ M p;core ; i=M p;core ; c). Figure 8 illustrates the change of four selected PDFs (l ¼ 2, 4, 8, and 16 lm) after applying the core reduction factors v c for a flight altitude of 35,000 ft, where the colored lines correspond to the three tested fan rotation rates and the black lines to the initial PDF. Panel (a) shows almost no difference between the initial PDF (l ¼ 2 lm) and the resulting PDFs. The calculated VA particle mass concentration difference resulted in a reduction of 5.3%. The PDFs with a starting l ¼ 4 lm (Panel (b)) show already a reduction of particles in the engine core, mostly of larger particles, and therefore, a change in distribution. This resulted in a particle mass concentration reduction of 4.4% for the low power case, 9.5% for the medium power case and 10% for the high power case. Panel (c) shows l ¼ 8 lm with even higher changes in PDFs. The changes imply a shift toward smaller particles (skewed distributions), which result in a mass reduction of 8.3%, 16.6%, and 17.4% for the low, medium, and higher power cases, respectively. The largest changes, both in the shape of the PDFs, particle number, and the VA mass concentrations reduction, were observed for the largest tested mean diameter (l ¼ 16 lm). The PDFs are clearly reduced in terms of maximum values and shifted to small particles. The calculated VA mass reduction is 14.8% for the low power case, 26.5% for the medium power case, and 27.6% for the high power case.
For all power conditions, the reduction of VA mass concentrations shows an exponential increase in mass concentration reduction with increasing mean VA diameter. Another observation from the dataset is that the VA mass concentration reduction of the high power cases is twice as high as for the low power case, which shows a nonlinear relation between the fan rotation rate and the mass reduction. Table 3 shows an overview of the calculated VA mass reductions for all PDFs and power conditions. 4.2 Case Study-Mt. Kelud Encounter 2014. To illustrate the effect of VA mass concentration reduction in the engine core due to the described particle-fan interactions, we applied the core reduction factors (v c ) to atmospheric VA particle mass concentration distributions simulated for a real commercial aircraft VA encounter event [44] . The aircraft was en route from Perth, Australia, to Jakarta, Indonesia, when it accidentally encountered a dense volcanic ash cloud that was emitted by Mt. Kelud on the Feb. 13, 2014. The eruption was highly energetic and produced an eruption column that reached altitudes of up to 16-17 km. The aircraft encountered a dispersed VA cloud at approximately 35,000 ft and during cruise flight conditions. This encounter is described in more detail by Kristiansen et al. [17] , who calculated temporal, spatial, and horizontal VA concentrations using an atmospheric dispersion model (FLEXPART [45] ) that was constrained via an inverse modeling approach with VA particle satellite retrievals. From the model output, they extracted VA particle size and mass distributions along the flight track of the aircraft (Fig. 9) . Their virtual flight through the simulated ash concentration field (blue line) shows that the modeled VA mass concentrations reached maximum concentrations of Fig. 8 Normalized generic PDFs of VA particle distributions for four selected median sizes. The black lines represent a potential atmospheric VA particle distribution and the colored lines the resulting core stream flow VA particle size distribution after applying the core reduction factors (v c ) at flight altitude of 35,000 ft. All initial distributions have the same logarithmic standard deviation (r 5 1.7), which is a typical value for VA distributions. 9 6 3 mg/m 3 , with a mean concentration of 2 6 3 mg/m 3 over a total exposure time of 10 min, resulting in a total dosage of 1.2 6 0.3 g/m 3 . The particle density in their study was set to 2500 kg/m 3 , very similar to the density used in our CFD setup (2700 kg/m 3 ). Figure 10 shows VA particle mass distributions as a function of particle diameter along the flight track of the aircraft extracted from the dispersion model (black lines) and particle mass distribution after applying the core reduction factors (green lines) to the atmospheric data. The green lines represent, therefore, the engine core flow mass concentration that enters the engine core section. For these calculations, we applied the core entry factors of the 35,000 ft flight altitude and medium fan power condition case (Fig. 4(a) , green line). For simplicity, we focused only on 5 min with the consecutive highest mass concentration during the encounter (minutes 2-6 inside the ash cloud).
The calculated mass reductions of the first 3 min are between 13.9% and 19.6%, whereas the mass reduction for the last 2 min is up to 34.9%. This can mainly be explained by the large atmospheric mean diameter of 10.5 and 20.2 lm of minutes 5 and 6 and thus larger influence of the core reduction factors. For the first 3 min (panels a-c)) the reduction of the mean diameter was calculated to be 0.35 lm, whereas the mean diameter reduction for the minutes 5 and 6 (panels d and e) was calculated to be 0.55 lm. The calculated mass reductions show a good agreement with the impact analysis using generic volcanic ash mass concentrations as presented in Sec. 4.1. Furthermore, the separation of particles by the fan resulted in a dosage reduction inside the engine core flow of 12.3% (0.18 g/m 3 ) for the 5 min. An overview of the total atmospheric concentrations and resulting core entry concentrations, together with the corresponding mass concentration reductions are given in Table 4 .
Limitations of Numerical Model and Results.
In this study, we considered spherical particles. Assuming a different particle shape would imply a change of the drag coefficient of the particles. Various studies, e.g., Refs. [19] and [46] , show that volcanic ash particles in the size range between 1 and 100 lm have a nonspherical shape, but the VA specific sphericity factors range between 0.75 and 0.9 (where 1 would be perfectly spherical). This means that the change of drag coefficient would be relatively small compared to spherical particles. This, in combination with very high velocities inside the engine intake, would have only a minor influence on the particle-fan interactions and therefore only a minor influence on the particle separation between the core stream flow and the bypass flow. Fig. 9 . The black solid lines represent the VA mass distributions in the atmosphere (extracted from the atmospheric dispersion model) and the green lines the corresponding VA mass distribution inside the engine core after applying our core reduction factors (v c ) at 35,000 ft and medium power. The different panels represent 60 s averaged mass distributions inside the cloud, respectively. Table 4 Volcanic ash total atmospheric concentrations (based on model calculation and satellite observations [17] ) and resulting core entry concentrations (after applying the core entry factors), together with the corresponding mass concentration reductions, for the 5 min of the flight with the highest VA concentrations during the 2014 Mt. Kelud ash cloud encounter case. Another potential limitation of this setup is the particle-wall interaction model (Sec. 3.2). The model assumes that the particles do not break up after colliding with the fan surface and that they have a perfect rebound behavior. The particle-surface interaction as well as particle fragmentation are highly complicated processes and are part of ongoing research. Volcanic ash particles have a complex mineral structure, different microstructural phases and a significant glass content (often 50%) and have unknown fracture toughness. It is not clear if and how the particles break up after colliding with a surface (e.g., the fan blade). Generally, the larger the VA particles are, the higher is the probability of particle fragmentation due to a higher likelihood of structural defects in larger particles, but it is unclear at which particle size the structural defects start to form. Even if a single particle breaks into a larger number of smaller fragments, the generated kinetic energy from the high fan rotating speed acting on the fragments can still be large enough to transport (centrifuge) the fragments from the core stream flow into the bypass flow, which would have the same effect as without particle breakup. However, more research and experimental test data are required to fully understand the breakup mechanism and postbreakup behavior of VA particles in an aircraft engine. Still, we assume that particle break-up would not affect our overall conclusion that VA concentrations in the engine core are substantially reduced by centrifugal effects.
The particle-fan interaction as well as the core reduction experiments only considered three different fan rotation rates. The rates were chosen to represent relevant flight conditions. Additional investigations at power conditions above the high power (i.e., full power), between medium and low power (e.g., 50%) and below low power (i.e., idle) could extend our results. Since the difference between the medium and the high power case is only marginal, we believe that the full power condition would not be substantially different from the high power case. However, for conditions below the low power case, the interactions, and thus, the particle reductions could be less pronounced as at low power.
The presented results are representative of a large number of engine types and configurations. However, the current development to build engines with lower noise levels and lower specific fuel consumptions lead to a slower rotating fan and fewer fan blades. This development would lead to a reduced particle-fan interaction probability compared to current engine designs, leading to smaller reduction factors.
Furthermore, it is important to note that our results are valid also for other important atmospheric particle types (e.g., mineral dust) with a similar size range and mass density as the investigated VA particles.
Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we investigated volcanic ash particle ingestion into a representative engine, powering current wide-body aircraft, for three different fan power conditions and two different flight altitudes. We used a numerical CFD particle-tracking model to calculate particle-fan interactions as a function of various volcanic ash particle sizes. From the numerical simulations, we obtained engine core reduction factors for VA particles entering the engine core, which quantify the reduction of the atmospheric VA concentration due to centrifugal effects by the fan, as the particle-laden airflow enters the core stream flow. We applied the size-dependent core reduction factors first to generic VA size distribution probability density functions to calculate mass concentration reductions and then to a real volcanic ash cloud encounter event (Mt. Kelud 2014).
The particle-fan interaction results, and thus the obtained engine core reduction factors, clearly show for the first time the significant influence of the fan on ingested volcanic ash particles. The numerical experiments confirm the hypothesis that the fan acts like a volcanic ash particle separator. The results illustrate that particles < 2 lm do not often interact with the fan surfaces (probability < 5%), but more interactions occur for larger particles. The interaction probability is also strongly dependent on the rotation speed of the fan. The highest investigated fan power, 90% of full power, resulted in a 100% interaction probability for VA particles larger than 63 lm, which represents the upper size of the fine fraction of VA. The largest VA particle diameter (100 lm) and the highest fan power condition (high power) in this study resulted in a maximum core reduction factor of v c ¼ 2.53 at 35,000 ft.
Calculations of the mass reduction after applying the engine core reduction factors to generic probability density functions of different mean diameter show that for a given generic atmospheric VA size distribution, the reduction of VA mass concentrations is significant for size distributions with a mean diameter of 3 lm. The calculations also show an exponential reduction with increasing particle size. Furthermore, the mass reduction shows the substantial impact of the fan on engine core exposure calculations (core entry exposure and dosage), where traditionally only atmospheric VA mass concentration data were considered. The maximum potential particle mass concentration reduction was calculated to be up to 30% for a generic particle density function with a mean diameter of 16 concentrations is significant for size distributions with a mean diameter of 3 lm. The calculations of the generic distribution also confirm the mass reduction calculations of the real VA particle encounter (Mt. Kelud eruption 2014), where the VA particle mass concentration reduction (estimated using a combined atmospheric dispersion model and satellite approach) was calculated to be $30%.
The presented results show that the fan has a significant influence on the ingested particle distribution and ultimately on the mass concentration inside the engine core section. This knowledge will be crucial for future VA encounters, to relate atmospheric VA mass concentrations and particle size distributions to potential damage inside the engine core section (i.e., erosion rates, tip clearance growth, melting behavior of particles inside the combustion chamber, and adhesion of VA material). Furthermore, the presented data can be used to calculate the engine core relevant dose rate, exposure, and/or dosage needed to calculate their impact on the operability of aero engines and to assess their potential safety risk. Combined with calculations of atmospheric VA exposure and dosages along flight routes [30] , this would allow judging the VA threat to engine cores much more reliably in the future.
